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    Saturday, May 22                               Volume 2 - Trail #888 
 
 

HASH #888 
(Or The 

Eight Ate 
Eight 
Hash) 

 
HARES: 
HARD 
DRIVE, 
POOP 
DECK, 
BITE ME  
ELMO 
 

TRAIL REPORT 
This week’s hash started in a parking lot of an industrial building 
near two huge conglomerates, AOL and MCI, the competitive air 
was strong enough to smell (or was it the dipsty dumpster).  It was 
hot and humid even before the hares took off, water checks were 
on everyone’s mind (or at least a beer check).  The walker’s were 
led by FLYING BURITO and graced by WOMB BROOM.  
GREAT BALLS OF FIRE was heard to threaten his loved one 
because of bad directions to the hash.  LATE COMER almost 
didn’t make it because she followed some car with an ON-ON 
sticker that was headed for the fire station on Wiehle Ave.  The 
walkers and runners split at the beginning.  Early on, we hit a 
pond and BOB’s dog Tessa immediately tested the water.  There 
was rumbling about water sports on trail, but I think they were 
just jealous.  The trail seemed long because of the heat and the 
walkers had a choice to shortcut or go for the water/beer check 
and opted for the water check.  Bummer was NO BEER, just 
WATER!!!  BIG SWEATY PUSSY ran the last half of the 
walker’s trail.  Quite a few regular walkers took the runners trail 
(SCREWS EVERYBODY, HOT LETS to name two).  Sounds 
like the runners trail was quite a bit more challenging, with PI, 
water and several ‘special’ markings by ASS OGRE.MISSING 
LINK and CUM SHOT aided ASS OGRE by not marking a few 
of the check backs.  CUNNING RUNT thought ASS OGRE's 
markings were On Over ( how do you get that from AO??????).  
KUMBAYA was said to have halted sex on trail (on behalf of his 
dog).   BLANK CHECK tried to wait at the water crossing and 
do a repeat of the prior week’s wet t-shirt contest, but no go.  
CLOROX KID and ANDHOWSHER BUSH were heard 
complaining about the long trail BUSH was quoted as saying ‘No 
one had better EVER complain about my hashes EVER again.’  
CORK SCREWED and TORE ASS caught the hares.  S'NOT 

tried to anticipate the ON-IN, but got it all wrong, 
and was the last in a series of several late finishers.  
BAD DOG was one of the last ones in (we were 
almost finished with the circle).  GRANNY 
BOULDERS offered him a beer as he neared the on-
in and he proposed marriage to her on the spot. 
 

CIRCLE REPORT 
~ ~ 70 Hashers signed in this week! ~ ~ 

 

VIRGINS:  We recognized JUST VIRGINIA for 
never having done it before.  She was brought by 
FLY THE FRIENDLY THIGHS who only seems 
to cum when she can bring company!   

 
FIRST TIME VISITORS:   JUST LINDA was our only visitor.  
She cums to us from WH4. Welcome to the OTHER SIDE!" 
 
RETURNERS & THE REASONS WHY THEY'VE NOT BEEN 
AT THE HASH LATELY: 
LATE COMER(5) - What you don't know is that she shows up 
so LATE each week that we're already done and gone. 
FLY THE FRIENDLY THIGHS (9) - Things realy haven't been 
so FFRIENDLY lately? 
INDECENT PROPOSAL (19) - Evidently she finally made a 
DECENT proposal and it was accepted? 
WAX ON WHACKS OFF (13) - 'Been super busy WAXING 
and WHACKING! 
DRIPPY DICK (9) - 'Been trying to fix the DRIP. 
I LOVE DICKIE (13) - Has been off feeling the LOVE 
RED EYE VAGINA (11) - Treatment for the REDEYE has been 
taking up all of her time. 
LIMPDART  (5) - In an attempt to stiffen-up his LIMP problem, 
he's been spending all his time doing DART exercises. 
DANCES WITH DILDOS (22) - Simple explaination:  She's 
been spending time DANCING with Big Bird Turd! 
REAR AREA SECURITY (13) - Couldn't get out, SECUIRTY 
was waaayyyyy too tight. 
LIL RED WHOREVETTE (5) - She was going 
too fast. 
BAD DOG (13) - Has been in the dog house as 
punishment for being a very BAD BAD DOG! 
POCKET ROCKET - Playing with his rocket has 
been taking up all his time. 
BROKEN RUBBER - Self explanitory.  Expect to 
see little ones running around sometime soon. 
T & EEEHHHH - 'Busy with show as a Fonzie Impersonator. 



  

 
 
ANNIVERSARIES: 
DANCES WITH DILDOS  
turned 5, but she danced away  
before we could give her a headband. 
YOU'VE GOT TAIL is now exactly in her mid-thirties at 35! 
BIG BANG is the BIG 50! 
FLYING BURITO blushed a bright orange when he heard he 
was turning 125 today! 
LEAVE IT IN BEAVER is just plain gross at 144! 
AND WOW,  
LATE COMER really really looks great for 245, doesn't she!?! 
 
NAMING: 
(The MOST sacred part of the Circle!) 
We had 2 namings, sisters JUST AMANDA and JUST BETSY.  
Please refer to JUST BETSY henceforth and forevermore as 
RIDING THE TUBE because of sex on the metro and please call 
Just Amanda "SEED ME AFTER CLASS"  because we all 
know what does on in the mind of a 5th grade Sex-Ed teacher!  
 
VIOLATIONS: 
(Oh No...  Say it isn't so!) 
Rumors are that FLYING BURITO has been trying to avoid 
being violated by working hard to distract LET'S MAKE A 
DEAL in the hope that she'll forget about reporting any violations 
at the Circle.  However, LET'S MAKE A DEAL isn't easily 
distracted and she reported a few for last week's Circle.  BUT, for 
the purposes of this Trash, it was decided that none of the other 
violations would be listed and that an entire list of FLYING 
BURITO violations would be reported.    Soooooo...   
 

Top 10 reasons to violate FLYING BURITO: 
10.  Burritos have beans, which make farts. 
9.  The word burrito is supposed to have two (2) R's in it! 
8.  No one has ever seen FLYING BURITO actually fly. 
7.  Flying burritos are the result of throwing food and didn't  
     your Mother always tell you NEVER to throw food?! 
6.  Burrito insides resemble mashed SH*T, therefore  
     FLYING BURITO is just full of SH*T. 
5.  To figure out if BURITO is a regular or Supreme. 
4.  Inquiring minds want to know once and for all if BURITO  
     has any beef left in him?! 
3.  The Flying Burrito Brothers broke up in 1969. 
2.  Burritos are full of carbs. 
AND the Number One reason to violate FLYING BURITO: 
1.  Because Granny just isn't putting out anymore! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Go here and take the Burrito test & get your Burrito Fortune:   

http://www.klorg.com/humor/burrito.html 

Here is the result I got:   
"Today is an outstanding day to have a burrito." 

 

 
OTHER NOTES: 
Burgers, hot-dogs, beer & shade were the highlights of the on-in.   
   On-Out!    

 ~LET'S MAKE A DEAL 
 
 

CO-SCRIBE REPORT 
Anyone want to come to my new house and put up ceiling fans, 
install laminate flooring, remove old kitchen cabinets, assemble 
and then install new kitchen cabinets, scrub kitchen walls, clean 
grease off stove, plant annuals in outside flower pots, cut wood 
for closet shelves, install baseboards in laundry room, hang wall 
decor, install marble tile flooring in foyer, etc etc etc...  I have lots 
to do and anyone who wants to work can come on over! 
 

...if I strained my brain, I could make up something more!!!" 
        -  On  On 

   ~ DANGEROUSLYCLOSE 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
DIRECTIONS TO THE NEXT HASH: 
Hash# 890  10:00 AM – May 22nd, 2004 $5.00 US 
Hare(s):  FULL METAL BALLS, MISSING LINK, BYTE? 
Start:    Woodburn Elementary School 

3401 Hemlock Dr 
Falls Church, VA 

 
Directions: 
From anywhere in the world, 
find Gallows Rd where it crosses 
I-495.  Head (who said "head"?) 
EAST on Gallows Rd (away 
from the hospital) and look for 
Woodburn Elementary School on 
the LEFT.  If you see Hummer 
Road on the right, you have gone 
too far - turn around and go 
back.   Stop. Park. Hash. 
 
Dog Friendly Factor:   May be 
too hot for dogs. Only well 
behaved dogs and girl/boy friends allowed at the On-In!! 
 
Stroller Friendly Factor:  Yes. 
Note from hares:  Young female virgins always welcome! 
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BITE ME ELMO:  "Remember, crappy beer, means, 
drinking less and passing your breathalyzer..." 
 
LEAVE IT IN BEAVER:  I need fellow old farts to form 
a team for the EWH3 I-DID-A-DAWG hash...  maybe I can 
get you to participate if I tell you I'm thinking of a "Places 
To Go" theme:  someone can dress as a firehydrant, some 
can be a shoe, someone can be a bush (I VOLUNTEER 
FOR THAT ONE!), etc.  This way we don't have to 
actually do trail...afterall, these are inanimate objects!  We 
can just go to the end of trail and stand or site around..  As 
MVH3ers you should be used to doing that!?!?  Anyone 
want to join me? 


